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Hello, I'm Jens Dekker, the       
Provincial Spiritual Chairman for 
this fraternal year. I am 15 years 
old and from Oshawa Circle, SK 
Leonard T. Smith #4742. I was the 
Sentry Squire and am serving my 
second year as the Bursar. My 
interests include my academics, as 
well as strategy games. My goal 
for this year is to get the Unity 
Cross well known and Squires 
deepening their faith. 
 
My liaison is Zachary Lazure, the 
Provincial Sentry. He was also the 
Circle Chair last year. He is a 
dedicated runner. 
 
“I pray that out of his glorious 
riches he may strengthen you              
with power through his Spirit               
in your Inner being, so that             
Christ may dwell in your hearts 
through faith.” 

- Ephesians 3:16-17  

SPIRITUAL PILLAR 

This pillar is the core of the Squires, and it is through 

this pillar that we deepen our relationship with 

Christ, represented by the letter “C” in our logo. 

 

JULY 

Bible Study 
 

The bible can get confusing, yet it is the most important book for 
our religion. With a bible study anybody could ask your Father Prior 
about what they heard in the gospel or you could all read a passage 
from the bible and ask questions. This would help everyone in your 
parish understand the bible to better and grow spiritually. 
 

AUGUST 

School Visit 
 

For elementary schools, go to some lower grade classes, like          
kindergarten and grade 1 classes and teach them something that you 
know very well. As for high school students, going to elementary 
schools could be used as community service, as most things that 
squires do as well as prayer. This will be beneficial to all students. 
 

SEPTEMBER 

Teaching Mass 
 

As squires, attending mass should be a part of normal life, and a 
weekly tradition that makes us who we are. However, there may be 
parts where we don’t know the significance. All squires can come 
up with questions about the mass or Catholic teachings and your 
parish priest can incorporate the answers into his homily. 

ESTO DIGNUS - BE WORTHY 

WWW.ONTARIOSQUIRES.COM 

 

We Want To Hear From You! 
 

Send us a report on your pillar events 

for a mention on our website! 
 

provincialchief@ontariosquires.com 

spiritualchair@ontariosquires.com 


